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Tasks classically performed by human–human teams in
today’s workplaces are increasingly given to human–
technology teams instead. The role of technology is not
only played by classic decision support systems (DSSs) but
more and more by artificial intelligence (AI). Reliability is
a key factor influencing trust in technology. Therefore, we
investigated the reliability participants require in order to
perceive the support agents (human, AI, andDSS) as “highly
reliable.” We then examined how trust differed between
these highly reliable agents. Whilst there is a range of
research identifying trust as an important determinant in
human–DSS interaction, the question is whether these
findings are also applicable to the interaction between
humans and AI. To study these issues, we conducted an
experiment (N = 300) with two different tasks, usually
performed by dyadic teams (loan assignment and x-ray
screening), from two different perspectives (i.e., working
together or being evaluated by the agent). In contrast to
our hypotheses, the required reliability if working together
was equal regardless of the agent. Nevertheless, partic-
ipants trusted the human more than an AI or DSS. They
also required that AI be more reliable than a human when
used to evaluate themselves, thus illustrating the impor-
tance of changing perspective.

Introduction

In recent decades, artificial intelligence (AI)
has not only entered our everyday lives but it has

also become of critical importance to our
working environments. Professionals in a wide
range of fields like the finance sector
(Bahrammirzaee, 2010; O’Neil, 2020) or
healthcare (Bejnordi et al., 2017; McKinney
et al., 2020) are now supported by AI: Medi-
cal practitioners are using AI to screen x-rays
and help them detect cancer (McKinney et al.,
2020), recruiters are being supported by AI
finding appropriate candidates (Langer et al.,
2019), and loan decisions (O’Neil, 2020) are
made with the support of AI. As a result, the
collaboration and decisions made by these teams
of humans and AI have a major impact on many
of our lives (for a review, see Langer & Landers,
2021).

The support of technical automated systems
of humans at work is nothing new. Decision
support systems (DSS) have been used for
decades in a plethora of fields (Power, 2008) and
are of particular importance within the field
of human–automation interaction research
(Endsley, 2017). According to Mosier and
Manzey (2020), they are “designed as a sup-
port tool for humans …[and] provide at discrete
points in time, either automatically or on de-
mand, certain information about the state of the
world that can improve informed decision-
making” (p. 19). These classical DSSs usually
have predefined algorithms and parameters,
whereas the advancement of AI has led to a new
kind of intelligent DSS that supports humans
(Bini, 2018). To define AI in this paper we focus
on the definition of a subset of AI, machine
learning, that imitates human intelligence by
using computational algorithms to recognize
patterns in big data sets (Bini, 2018). Despite the
omnipresence of AI, there is limited research on
whether the presented technological differences
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can also lead to differences in the perception and
usage of AI by humans, compared to classical
DSS. However, many earlier findings from
human–automation interaction studies may well
be an adequate starting point for a better un-
derstanding of human–AI interaction.

INTERSECTION of HUMANS WITH
TECHNICAL SYSTEMS

An important factor of successful interaction
in both human–human and human–DSS teams is
trust (Hoff & Bashir, 2015). Trust has been
widely researched and this research shows that it
fundamentally influences the use of automated
systems (Hoff & Bashir, 2015). Inappropriate
levels of trust can lead to crucial behavioral
consequences like misuse or disuse of DSSs
which are typically investigated in human–
automation research (Parasuraman & Riley,
1997). However, the question arises as to
whether these findings can be applied to the
research of interactions between humans and AI.

In order to approach this question, it is first
necessary to delineate the differences between
AI and classical DSS. One major difference that
distinguishes AI from classical DSS is AI’s
ability to continuously learn and improve. This
could plausibly lead to the perception of AI
being a more competent and advanced expert
system, thus being perceived as superior in
comparison to classical DSS (e.g., Lerch et al.,
1997). Furthermore, according to Legaspi et al.
(2019), AI is usually considered to have some
sort of agency. Originally, agency has been
a unique human characteristic. Attributing this
characteristic to a technical system could again
contribute to a perception of increased superi-
ority of AI over DSS. Whereas the comparison
of DSS and humans has a long history in
human–automation research (Dzindolet et al.,
2002; Madhavan & Wiegmann, 2007), it is
unclear what will change if technologies like AI
combine the aforementioned features of both
these agents, that is, DSS (still being a technical
support system) and humans (ability to learn and
agency).

According to Dzindolet et al. (2002), humans
have different expectations of different in-
teraction partners (i.e., human vs. automated

aid). More precisely, humans already tend to
initially expect automated aids to function
flawlessly. This means they overestimate an
automated aids’ reliability, which is an effect
referred to as perfect automation schema. In
contrast, decision support by another human is
supposed to be perceived as less reliable because
people are aware of their own fallibility as hu-
mans (Dzindolet et al., 2002). Looking at the
differences between AI and DSS, this perfect
automation schema could be more pronounced
for AI because AI could easily be seen as the
greater expert system (Alfonseca et al., 2021;
Heer, 2019).

A large body of research on trust in auto-
mation suggests that an aids’ reliability is one of
the main determinants influencing trust (e.g.,
Hancock et al., 2011; Hoff & Bashir, 2015;
Madhavan & Wiegmann, 2007; Parasuraman &
Riley, 1997). However, not only the actual
(objective) reliability but also the subjectively
perceived reliability of support systems needs to
be considered. This is because the perceived
reliability can differ from the actual reliability
(Rieger et al., 2022) and might therefore lead to
differences in trust. In terms of perceived and
actual reliability, the perfect automation schema
assumes that humans have different initial ex-
pectations of the actual reliability of different
support systems (Dzindolet et al., 2002). Bear-
ing in mind the awareness of how error-prone
humans are, decision support provided by hu-
mans (e.g., advice by a colleague) is usually
expected to be imperfect and, thus, considerably
less than 100% reliable. In contrast, much more
is expected of technical systems and specifically
automated support systems which often give
humans different ideas about a system’s falli-
bility. Consequently, this might result in dif-
ferent expectations when it comes to the
reliability of human aids compared to automated
aids, regardless of the objective reliability.

Against this background of an assumed dif-
fering perception of reliability between humans
and automated aids, the first goal of the current
research was to examine how well a support
agent (i.e., human, AI, and DSS) had to perform
in order to be perceived as highly reliable.
Whilst there is already some research comparing
the interaction with human aids and classical
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DSS (for a review, see Madhavan &Wiegmann,
2007), much less is known about how AI is
perceived in this interaction. However, as argued
above, one might expect the perfect automation
schema to be even more pronounced in in-
teraction with AI compared to DSS since AI-
based systems have self-learning capabilities
and ascribed agency (Bini, 2018; Legaspi et al.,
2019). As a consequence, this might also be
reflected in differing levels of trust, independent
of whether the objective reliability might be the
same. Moreover, other factors besides perceived
reliability such as the reputation of the agent and
attitudes towards it might also affect the extent to
which humans will trust it (Hoff & Bashir,
2015). Therefore, our second research goal
was to find out whether trust differs between
agents even though they each fulfill the re-
quirements of a highly reliable support system
(i.e., human vs. DSS vs. AI).

COLLABORATION WITH or
EVALUATION by (ARTIFICIAL) AGENTS

In dealing with issues of required reliability
and trust of different decision support agents,
one needs to take further into account that hu-
mans are not only working together with such
agents but can also be evaluated by them
(O’Neil, 2020). However, previous human–
automation interaction research has typically
only addressed issues of trust in automation
from the perspective of humans making deci-
sions in collaboration with some kind of auto-
mated support agent (Janssen et al., 2019).
Langer and Landers (2021) describe this per-
spective as the “first party” perspective. In ad-
dition, they describe the “second party”
perspective as an important stakeholder: For
instance, second parties are job applicants who
are evaluated by automated systems or patients
who are diagnosed by automated systems. The
effect of this change of perspective has not yet
been the focus of human–automation research.
Specifically, the question arises as to whether
there are other reliability requirements when
being evaluated by a human as opposed to
a technical system. Whilst an assumed techno-
logical superiority is expected to shape our
image of required reliability from an advice-

taker’s perspective, this may well be different
from the perspective of the person who gets
assessed by the system. For instance, Bonnefon
and colleagues (2016) have found that even
though people preferred that others use a certain
kind of AI, they would not want to use it
themselves. Moreover, a recent study comparing
the preferences for different support agents (i.e.,
AI, DSS, and human) from the second party’s
perspective found that technological systems are
favored over humans (Rieger et al., 2022).
Surprisingly this stood in clear contrast to the
first party’s perspective where a greater trust was
placed in the human aid (Rieger et al., 2022).
Still, it remains unclear why the change of
perspective led to opposing results. Perhaps,
differences in the required reliability of different
agents could be a reason for this. Whereas the
assumed fallibility of a human (Dzindolet et al.,
2002) can be compensated by the interaction
partner in a collaborative setting, it has poten-
tially drastic effects when being (exclusively)
evaluated. Thus, another aim of the present
research was to explore possible perspective-
related differences on how automated decision-
making (either performed by classical DSS or
AI-based systems) is perceived compared to
a human aid.

TASK FEATURES

Our final objective was to investigate the task
features and the context in which the interaction
took place. Thus far, the research on trust in
automation (Dzindolet et al., 2002; Hoff &
Bashir, 2015; Lyons et al., 2018) has mainly
involved automated systems which support
some sort of (visual) detection task (e.g., lug-
gage screening or specific patterns in x-rays;
e.g., Huegli et al., 2020, Rieger & Manzey,
2020; Rieger et al., 2021). These tasks usually
have directly quantifiable results and may be
perceived to suit the abilities of an automated
system better than a human. This might be
a possible explanation for the perfect automation
schema. It is currently unclear if this will also
hold true for tasks which are more subjective and
are considered to be based more on human in-
tuition (Castelo et al., 2019). According to
Castelo et al. (2019), humans tend to trust al-
gorithms more for objective than subjective
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tasks, as subjective tasks leave more room for
interpretation. However, as modern AI is mak-
ing inroads into areas originally associated with
human intuition (e.g., personnel selection, uni-
versity applications) (O’Neil, 2016), we in-
cluded not only an objective visual detection
task (i.e., x-ray evaluation) but also a more
subjective decision-making task (i.e., loan as-
signment). It is questionable whether required
reliability will be comparable in this instance,
even though the tasks differ in their objectivity.

Tasks like this vary not only in respect to their
quantifiability but also in the situational risk
associated with them (Stuck et al., 2021). Sit-
uational risk is domain-specific (Weber et al.,
2002) and events involving health or public
safety concerns are perceived as riskier than
events associated with financial matters (Weber
et al., 2002). Moreover, Jacovi et al. (2021)
highlight the importance of risk in the trust
assessment of human–AI interaction. That is
because a perceived vulnerability and therefore
differences in risk for a certain outcome can
influence trust (Jacovi et al., 2021). Therefore,
risk might also affect the required reliability as
well as trust in support agents.

Furthermore, it is important to consider the
perceived difficulty of a task as it also might play
an important role. It has already been shown that
humans tend to depend more on support if they
perceive the task as more difficult (Maltz &
Shinar, 2003). Additionally, the difficulty leads
to a higher perception of the agent’s reliability
(Madhavan & Wiegmann, 2007). Since the tasks
used in this experiment seem to clearly vary in
regard to their objectivity and risk, we further
wanted to examine the perceived task difficulty.

PRESENT RESEARCH

To address the issues mentioned above, we
conducted an experiment to investigate required
reliability and resulting trust in different (sup-
port) agents (i.e., human vs. DSS vs. AI). This
was done within two task contexts and from the
first and second party’s perspective.

The first task involved a simulated x-ray
screening in the context of radiology. This
screening task can be considered to be an ob-
jective task as there are clearly correct and

incorrect decisions based on an inspection of the
x-rays. The second context involved the more
subjective task, that is, a simulated decision
about a private loan provided by a bank. This
task is more subjective because decisions on
providing a loan are regarded to require human
empathy and are influenced by the relationship
between the bank employee and the applicant.
That is consistent with Castelo et al.’s (2019)
description of the subjective task as needing
intuition and being based more on personal
opinion. The stimuli used for both tasks are
illustrated in Figure 1.

We varied the perspectives by asking the
participants to imagine working together with
the support agent or being evaluated by the
agent. More precisely, the participants should
first imagine that they are the key decision-
maker—with support from an agent—regarding
an x-ray evaluation or a loan request (first party).
Then, the participants were asked to change their
role and to imagine having their x-ray or loan
request evaluated by the respective agent (sec-
ond party). For both perspectives, they were
asked to indicate the required reliability.

Following the perfect automation schema
(Dzindolet et al., 2002), we hypothesized that
participants would require the lowest reliability,
that is, fewest correctly evaluated cases, from the
human as they are aware of their fallibility.
Considering our presented AI (i.e., ability to
learn) being more of an expert system than the
classical DSS (i.e., based on predefined algo-
rithms), we expected the highest required re-
liability for AI. We assumed this to be the case
when working together as well as being eval-
uated by the agent. After the assessment of the
required reliability, we asked participants how
much they would trust the agent if the agent was
known to be highly reliable, that is, it had
yielded the exact rate of correct decisions as
chosen previously. In contrast to the perfect
automation schema (Dzindolet et al., 2002), we
expected trust to be higher in humans compared
to DSS and AI. This hypothesis was suggested
by recent results of Rieger et al. (2022) who also
conducted a study comparing trust in different
support agents. They showed that participants
trusted a human aid the most, although the
human aid was exactly as reliable as the AI and
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DSS. The hypothesis is also supported by recent
findings of Langer et al. (2021) who showed that
participants trusted a human aid more than an
automated aid in the context of personnel se-
lection in an HR department.

Furthermore, we assumed that, independent
of the specific perspective, the required re-
liability would be higher in the radiology task
context because of the perceived higher risk
associated with a wrong decision. In contrast, we
expected trust to be lower in the radiology
context, even if the aid worked highly reliably.
This was assumed in line with earlier results
(Rieger et al., 2022) because of the more fatal
consequences in case of wrong decisions. Fi-
nally, we hypothesized a higher perceived dif-
ficulty for the x-ray task, as it is more objective
and fits less to the abilities of the participant than
the (automated) support.

METHOD

The experiment was pre-registered via the
Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/h98cj/)

and approved by the local ethics committee. The
experiment was programmed using jspsych (de
Leeuw, 2014) and was run on a JATOS (Lange
et al., 2015) server so that participants could
individually run the experiment in their browser.

Participants

We used the software program G�Power
(Faul et al., 2007) to conduct an a priori power
analysis. Our goal was to obtain close to .90
power to detect a small to medium effect size of
.20 at the standard .05 alpha error probability.
Results showed that a sample of 300 participants
was required, given a between-subjects design.

341 participants took part in the online ex-
periment. They were recruited via Prolific and
received £0.80 for the approximately 10-minute
experiment. Participants were randomly and
equally assigned to one of six experimental
conditions. Forty one participants had to be ex-
cluded from further analysis due to missed at-
tention checks, resulting in a final sample of 300
participants (mean age = 33.55, SD = 5.36; 44%

Figure 1. Depiction of the trials.
Note. Decision support system condition in the context of loan assignment (left) and the AI condition in the context of
radiology (right). The human condition looked the same with “colleague” replacing the respective support agent.
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female). There were no differences (p = .283) in
the control variable disposition to trust technol-
ogy between the participants in each condition.

Design

We used a 2 (context: loan assignment vs.
radiology) × 3 (support agent: human vs. AI vs.
DSS) between-subjects design. In the context of
loan assignment, the task was to decide whether
an applicant should get a desired loan, and if yes,
what amount they should receive. The task in the
radiology context was the estimation of the
percentage of potentially malignant tissue in
simulated x-rays of different individuals. The
perception of the support agent was manipulated
through framings including the designation of
the agent, that is, “AI system,” “DSS,” or
“colleague,” as well as a brief description.

Procedure

First, participants were introduced to the aim
of the study and started the experiment by giving
their informed consent. Thereupon, they were
given a short general introduction to their task.
In the context of loan assignment, the de-
scription of the task included relevant in-
formation that should be taken into account
when making a loan decision (income, job,
family situation, debts, possessions, and place of
residence). For the task in the radiology context,
we used simulated 1/f³ noise as stimulus material
as this resembles the power spectrum of real-
world mammograms (Burgess et al., 2001). An
example x-ray image and a grayscale continuum
were presented with the critical cutoff that
distinguishes between non-malignant and po-
tentially malignant tissue. Additionally, partic-
ipants were informed that the cutoff is very
cautious and a percentage lower than 15% is
normally not considered as concerning.

Subsequently, three examples were shown of
the respective task including one correct and two
incorrect decisions that were made. All examples
were presented in the same format as the actual
practice trials. The stimuli used for the two tasks
were the same across all agent conditions and are
illustrated in Figure 1. In the loan assignment
context, the correct example was presented as an
applicant (represented by a persona) who applied

for a credit and correctly received the desired
amount. In the two incorrect decision examples,
a credit was either rejected although the credit-
worthiness of the applicant was high (first ex-
ample), or approved although the application was
inappropriate, that is, the applicant had a low
creditworthiness (second example). In the context
of radiology, the correct example showed a cor-
rect evaluation of 60% malignant tissue in a pa-
tient’s x-ray that led to a correct treatment. The
incorrect examples were presented as either an x-
ray of a healthy patient that was evaluated with
much more malignant tissue than there actually
was (first example), or an unhealthy patient
whose x-ray was evaluated with much less than
the actual malignant tissue was (second exam-
ple). Participants were informed that these ex-
amples are only presented for understanding the
task and to get familiarized with the decision
criteria. Each of the incorrect examples was ac-
companied by descriptions of possible con-
sequences that could be detrimental to both, the
bank or radiology practice and the applicant or
patient, respectively. All examples were pre-
sented in the same format as the credit applica-
tions or x-rays that the participants received later
whenmaking their own decisions with the help of
the support agent during the data collection.

The examples were then followed by specific
framings of the support agent that would support
the participant in making their decision (first
party perspective). The framings were presented
via written text. The AI was described as being
based on deep neural networks that had the ability
to continuously analyze previous decisions and
outcomes. For the DSS, the description high-
lighted that the DSS was based on prior data and
decided by using predefined parameters and al-
gorithms. The human agent was described as
a colleague who has been working in the field for
many years and has considerable experience.
Participants were informed that the agents were
highly reliable in the practice trials, but that in an
actual case the responsibility for making the final
decision would bewith the participant. Thus, they
could disagree with the support agent. To test the
framing, two attention checks followed, which
asked the participants about the type of the
support agent and the characterization that was
given in the description before.
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After the attention checks, participants got
further information about how the task would
look like and how exactly to perform it. In
addition, they were told that the support agent’s
advice would be correct in all following cases
and that this was just to show them how the
interaction would work and to allow for a better
understanding of the interaction with the support
agent.

Participants then started with the first of
a total of five trials which all required the par-
ticipant to interact with the support agent from
the first party perspective. Each trial was
structured as follows: the loan applicant or pa-
tient was presented with the desired loan request
or x-ray and personal information (which were
kept the same for both contexts) for a minimum
of 5 seconds. During these 5 seconds, partic-
ipants were told that the support agent is also, at
that time, evaluating (colleague) or processing
(AI and DSS) the information. Subsequently,
participants viewed the recommendation of the
support agent and continued by pressing the
spacebar. As shown in Figure 1, the applicant’s
or the patient’s relevant information stayed
visible during the whole trial in addition to the
support agent’s recommendation. After seeing
the recommendation, participants were asked to
type in their decision. Although participants
were previously informed that the scenarios will
all be done with the correct recommendation
from their support agent, they still had to make
the final decision. Specifically, they needed to
type in the amount of the credit or the percentage
of the malignant tissue. They continued with the
next trials by pressing the spacebar again
whenever they felt ready. The recommendation
had a color-coded frame. In the loan assignment
context, the colors indicated whether the loan
was fully approved = green, partially approved =
orange, or rejected = red. In the radiology
context, they showed if the percentage of ma-
lignant tissue was under 15% = green, between
15% and 50% = orange, or above 50% = red.
Note that these five trials were only included to
give the participants a better understanding of
the respective agents.

After completing all five trials, the dependent
variables were collected by means of ques-
tionnaires which were all presented one by one.

This first comprised the first party’s perspective
with the required reliability and trust. Sub-
sequently, participants were asked to take the
second party’s perspective. Here again, required
reliability was measured. Additionally, partic-
ipants needed to decide if they would prefer to
be evaluated by a purely human or human–
automation team. Then, participants filled out
the disposition to trust technology questionnaire
(Lankton, et al., 2015) that we used as a control
variable. At last, they answered demographic
questions (age and gender).

Dependent Variables

First party perspective. In order to assess
the required reliability, participants were told to
imagine working together with their support
agent on the respective task (i.e., loan assign-
ment and radiology). They should then decide
how many cases out of 100 cases needed to be
evaluated correctly by the support agent in order
to perceive the support agent as highly reliable
(0–100 cases). In a second step, participants
were asked how much they would trust the
support agent (0 = not at all to 100 = completely)
if the support agent correctly evaluated the
number of cases they indicated beforehand as
highly reliable (i.e., referring to their individual
assessment).

Second party perspective. The required
reliability was measured by instructing partic-
ipants to imagine that a decision would be made
concerning their own loan application or their
own x-ray exclusively by the respective agent.
Here, we again asked participants how many
cases needed to be evaluated correctly to accept
their application or x-ray to be evaluated (0–100
cases) by the agent. They could also choose the
additional option that they would never accept
being exclusively evaluated by this agent
(“never”—option). Furthermore, participants
should decide if they would rather have their
application assessed or x-ray evaluated by
a team of human–human or human–automation
(seven-point semantic differential scale). This
was done to measure the preference for a purely
human or a mixed human–automation team.
Participants who experienced working with
a colleague were presented with the option
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human–human or human–automation while
participants who worked with AI or DSS could
choose between human–human and the support
agent they have been working with (i.e., human–
AI or human–DSS).

Task difficulty. Additionally, the difficulty
of the task was considered to investigate the
influence of this specific task feature. The dif-
ficulty was assessed by asking participants how
difficult they perceived the task without the
support of their agent (seven-point Likert scale
from “Not difficult at all” to “Extremely
difficult”).

RESULTS

All 300 participants who were included in the
analysis had passed the attention check. We
analyzed all dependent variables except for trust
by performing a 2 (context) × 3 (support agent)
between-subjects ANOVA. Additional post-hoc
tests using Bonferroni corrected p-values for
multiple comparisons were used for further
analysis if needed.

First Party Perspective: Collaboration
with a Support Agent

The analysis of required reliability when
working with the support agent is visualized in
Figure 2. It showed a significant main effect of
context (F (1,294) = 7.79, p = .006, ηG

2 = .026)
with a higher required reliability for the x-ray
assessment task (M = 85.8, SE = 1.04) compared
to the loan decision task (M = 80.7, SE = 1.50).
In contrast to our assumptions, no significant
differences in required reliability emerged be-
tween the support agents, F (2,294) = 1.55, p =
.215, ηG

2 = .010. To further support this null-
effect, we conducted a parallel Bayesian
ANOVA using the BayesFactor package. This
analysis revealed that given the present data,
a null-effect is about 7 times more likely than an
alternative hypothesis (BF01 = 7.06), further
strengthening the claim that the required re-
liability was equivalent between the support
agents.

To analyze subjective trust, we conducted a 3
(support agent) × 2 (context) ANCOVA with
required reliability as the covariate. The esti-
matedmarginal means of the corresponding trust

measures controlled for required reliability are
presented in Figure 3. The analysis revealed the
opposite finding compared to the analysis of the
required reliability. While context showed no
significant effect on trust (F (1, 293) = 0.69, p =
.406, ηG

2 = .002), there was a significant effect
of support agent on trust while controlling for
the effect of differences in individually required
reliability, F (2,293) = 15.75, p < .001, ηG

2 =
.097. Post-hoc contrasts revealed that even with
control of the individual differences in required
reliability trust differed between the support
agents. That is, mean trust in the support by
another human (M = 89.1, SE = 1.08) was
significantly higher (p = .010) than trust in AI
(M = 84.6, SE = 1.08), and also significantly
higher (p < .001) compared to trust in DSS (M =
80.6, SE = 1.08). Furthermore, mean trust in
DSS was significantly lower (p = .030) than
mean trust in AI. Finally, as expected, there was
also a significant main effect of context on task
difficulty, F (1,294) = 164.18, p < .001, ηG

2 =
.358. Participants perceived the x-ray assess-
ment task (M = 4.5, SE = 0.12) as more difficult
than the loan decision task (M = 2.0, SE = 0.14).

Second Party Perspective: Evaluation by
an (Artificial) Agent

Figure 4 shows the analysis of the reliability
that participants required to accept an exclusive
evaluation by the respective support agent. As
hypothesized, there was a main effect of context,
F (1,204) = 6.27; p = .013, ηG

2 = .030. Similar to
what we found for the first party’s perspective,
participants, on average, require a higher re-
liability when having their x-rays (M = 90.8,
SE = 1.12) exclusively evaluated by the support
agent compared to the evaluation of loan ap-
plications (M = 85.2, SE = 1.78). In addition, the
main effect of support agent was significant, F
(2,204) = 4.11; p = .018, ηG

2 = .039. In line with
our hypothesis, there was a significantly higher
required reliability (p = .014) for the exclusive
evaluation by the AI (M = 91.5, SE = 1.53)
compared to the human (M = 83.3, SE = 1.95).
However, no significant differences in the re-
quired reliability were found between the AI and
the DSS (p = .569), as well as between the DSS
and the human (p = .373). Chi-square tests of
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Figure 2. Analysis of required reliability.
Note. Means and standard errors for required reliability.

Figure 3. Analysis of Trust with Required Reliability as Covariate.
Note. Estimated marginal means and standard errors for trust.
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independence with Yates’s continuity correction
revealed no significant association between
support agent and “never”—option (i.e., de-
cision to never exclusively being evaluated by
the support agent) (p = .368) as well as no
significant association between context and
“never”—option (p = .166).

The final analysis addressed the preference
for being evaluated by a human–human or
a human–automation team. The results are
depicted in Figure 5. There was a main effect of
context (F (1,294) = 21.61, p < .001, ηG

2 =
.068) indicating a stronger preference for
a team of human and automation in the context
of radiology (M = 4.0, SE = 0.16) compared to
loan assignment (M = 2.9, SE = 0.18). More-
over, there was a main effect of support agent, F
(2,294) = 17.06, p < .001, ηG

2 = .104. Partic-
ipants who experienced working with the DSS
preferred to be evaluated by a team of human
and automation (M = 3.7, SE = 0.20) signifi-
cantly more (p < .001), compared to
participants who worked with another human

(M = 2.5, SE = 0.21). This was also the case
(p < .001) for participants who worked with an
AI (M = 4.1, SE = 0.20), compared to partic-
ipants who worked with a human. There was no
significant difference (p = .578) in preference
between participants who worked with a DSS
or an AI.

DISCUSSION

The present experiment addressed issues of
subjectively required reliability and trust in
different (support) agents, dependent on the task
context and from two perspectives. On the one
hand, we investigated from the first party’s
perspective if different support agents need
different levels of reliability to be considered
highly reliable and if trust differs if they have the
self-defined high reliability. On the other hand,
we included the perspective of the second party
(i.e., being evaluated) and were interested in
potential effects of different agents on the
willingness to be evaluated by them.

Figure 4. Analysis of required reliability for exclusive evaluation.
Note. Means and standard errors for required reliability in exclusive evaluation.
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First Party Perspective: Being Supported
by an (Artificial) Agent

Surprisingly, we did not find any differences in
the required reliability between the three agents.
For all agents the rate of correct decisions re-
quired to perceive the agent as highly reliable was
around 81% for the context of loan assignment
and 86% for the context of radiology. This finding
stands in contrast to the perfect automation
schema (Dzindolet et al., 2002) which would
have suggested that demands on reliability would
be higher for the two automated systems com-
pared to a human support. Perhaps, there is more
of a general concept of high reliability that leads
to certain performance expectations regardless of
the type of agent. Moreover, technical systems
(AI and DSS) were also not required to have near
perfect reliability, as would be predicted by
earlier research (Dzindolet et al., 2002;
Madhavan & Wiegmann, 2007).

As expected, our findings also do not sup-
port the perfect automation schema in terms of

trust as trust was highest for the human when
controlling for required reliability. This holds
true even for AI which was expected to induce
a higher perfect automation schema than DSS.
Interestingly, trust towards AI was higher than
towards DSS when controlling for the required
reliability. One reason might be the fact that AI
shares some commonalities of cognitive abili-
ties previously uniquely associated with hu-
mans, namely, learning capability and agency
(Heer, 2019; Legaspi et al., 2019). Perhaps, the
discrepancy of our results and the previous
results of Dzindolet et al. (2002) could be
because we described the human agent ex-
plicitly as an experienced colleague. This might
have led to an attribution of an expertise to the
human and therefore a perception of the human
being superior compared to the automated aids.
In any case, our research suggests that the
perceived expertise of the human and auto-
mated aids should be considered in future
research.

Figure 5. Analysis of team preference.
Note. Means and standard errors for team evaluation (human–human team = 0; human–automation team = 6).
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Notably, the findings mentioned above apply to
both contexts (i.e., loan assignment and radiol-
ogy), as the factor context never interactedwith the
factor agent. Further, in terms of context, we
hypothesized that the objective task with more risk
(i.e., the radiology task) would result in a higher
required reliability and lower trust (Weber et al.,
2002). The required reliability was influenced by
the task context as expected. In line with our
hypotheses, participants wanted the agents to have
a higher actual reliability in the radiology context
than in the context of loan assignment for the
agents to be perceived as highly reliable advice.
This can be explained by the tremendous con-
sequences of a mistake that could, in the worst
case, lead to death in the context of radiology. In
contrast to the required reliability and our hy-
pothesis, we could not find any differences in trust
for the two contexts. When the support agent had
the self-defined high reliability, there were no
differences in trust between the two contexts.
However, this might be due to the differences in
self-chosen reliability in the first step. Regardless,
the results might look different if the reliability is
not self-chosen but defined by the system char-
acteristics or technical limitations (Castelo et al.,
2019; Dietvorst & Bharti, 2020). This is especially
relevant as the reliability of a system is given and
not self-chosen in real working environments.

Our assumptions that the more objective clas-
sical recognition task would be perceived as more
difficult were confirmed. According to findings of
Maltz and Shinar (2003), participants depend more
on automation when the task is more difficult. They
emphasize the importance of assessing the difficulty
of the task in order to prevent possible performance
degradation due to complacency (Parasuraman,
2000) in easy tasks. Our results directly contra-
dict this assumption as trust was highest in the
human agent even for the more difficult task. This
suggests that the task difficulty per se might not be
an important determinant of how much humans
trust the advice of a support agent.

Second Party Perspective: Evaluation by
an (Artificial) Agent

The change of perspective from first to sec-
ond party had a considerable impact on the
perception of the different agents. When asked

for the required reliability to accept being ex-
clusively evaluated by the agent, participants
expressed higher demands for the two auto-
mated agents compared to the human. This ef-
fect was particularly pronounced for the AI. The
higher required reliability of the automated aids
could explain the results of Rieger et al. (2022)
that showed a preference for an evaluation by the
automated agents. This preference could be due
to the fact that a higher reliability is expected
from the automated agents.

Having in mind that new technological ad-
vancements should bring advancements in terms
of performance and safety, it makes sense that
a novel technology such as AI should be superior
to human performance if oneself is evaluated
(McKinney et al., 2020). In line with the findings
of Bonnefon et al. (2016) and Rieger et al. (2022),
our results illustrate that changing the perspective
does make a difference and further research needs
to consider the second party. The second party’s
view is especially important as this is a group that
is targeted often without giving a consent to the
interaction with the AI and can usually not escape
this interaction other than quit a job or not apply
for certain positions (Langer & Landers, 2021).
Moreover, similar to the first party, participants
required higher reliability in the context of ra-
diology. This was assumed and can again be
explained by the potentially fatal consequences of
an incorrectly evaluated x-ray.

Even though these findings on exclusive
evaluation are interesting, in the real world, such
decisions are often jointly made by two agents
(Cymek, 2018; Grießhaber & Mörike, 2021;
Mosier & Manzey, 2020). Again, the question
arises how people want to be evaluated in this
situation. Unsurprisingly, our results suggest
that context also matters when deciding between
being evaluated by a mixed human–automation
team or by a purely human team. Specifically,
our data point to a preference for a human–
automation team in the context of radiology,
consistent with the expectation that this task
would fit the strengths of automation (Castelo
et al., 2019). In contrast, there was no preference
for either a purely human team or human–
automation team in the context of loan assign-
ment. Moreover, the support agent which the
participants got to know directly from
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interaction in their own condition also impacted
which kind of team was preferred. That is,
participants who interacted with a human had
a higher preference for a human–human team
than participants in the other two conditions. In
contrast, both groups who interacted with
technical systems preferred a mixed team over
a human–human team. This shows that expe-
riencing and interacting with novel technolog-
ical advancements, and potentially realizing
their benefits, can foster better human–
technology interaction and facilitate accep-
tance and use of new technologies.

Limitations and Future Research

Of course, the present study does not come
without limitations. First, participants of the study
were not actual professionals working as radi-
ologists or in the finance sector. This is especially
important for the first party perspective as earlier
research (e.g., Chavaillaz et al., 2019; Navaro
et al., 2021) suggests at least some differences
between experts and novices when interacting
with technologies. However, there is also evi-
dence suggesting that some trust-related phe-
nomena are rather similar between experts and
novices (e.g., Mosier et al., 2020). Regardless, the
present findings need further investigation and
corroboration with experts to further strengthen
the practical implications. However, the missing
expertise is only a limitation for the first party’s
perspective. The expertise is not relevant when
someone is evaluated by an artificial agent or
indirectly influenced in some other way. In
contrast, the second party is often not necessarily
experienced or even aware of the influence of the
technology (Langer & Landers, 2021).

Second, although we recorded actual be-
havioral dependence on the support agent, we
did not analyze it. This approach was chosen, as
the presented trials served more or less as an
explanation of the task. Assessing behavior was
beyond the scope of the current experiment,
which aimed to investigate initial differences in
required reliability and trust.

Last, all support agents were 100% reliable in
the practice trials as we did not want to influence
participants through a failure experience. In ad-
dition, when asked for trust, participants were

presented with support agents that were all highly
reliable. However, in real life applications, the
implementation of automation and AI is justified
by their higher reliability compared to humans.
Especially, by nowAI surpasses even experienced
humans, like radiologists, in their performance
(Hosny et al., 2018). Therefore, investigating if
participants also trust the humanmore even if they
experience the human as less reliable might prove
important. In addition, further research should
investigate if these trust differences could also
result in actual behavioral differences.

CONCLUSION

The most important finding of the present
research is that participants required an equally
high level of reliability for each of the different
agents (i.e., AI, DSS, and human) to consider
them as highly reliable. Despite this fact, trust
towards these agents differed when controlling
for the chosen reliability, with higher trust to-
wards human support agents than towards both
technical support agents. This decoupling of the
direct relationship between reliability and trust
offers food for thought, as the kind of support
agent seems to play an important role here.
Moreover, when changing the perspective, the
risk associated with a task context is important,
and future research should systematically in-
vestigate the impact of risk. Finally, in contrast
to human–human teams, human–technology
teams offer the opportunity for symbiotic bal-
ancing of individual weaknesses—but to unlock
this opportunity, it seems necessary to have prior
positive experience with any given technology.
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